The authors would like to thank the reviewer3 for all their suggestions. We have addressed the
comments and provide a point-by-point response to the recommendations made by the reviewer3
below. The reviewer3 comments are in black, and our responses are in red.

General comments
Kumar et al. describe a very interesting comparison of “traditional” PSAP correction algorithms with
a new machine learning algorithm. The work is important and can contribute significantly to the
painful post-processing of the filter-photometer data in general. Filter photometers are used widely
and in very different environments, so an algorithm that reduces the bias with no or very little
assumptions is most welcome.
The reviewer will take the unusual action of sticking to general comments (under several titles) and
have only two specific ones. The importance of the results is unfortunately influenced by the
hastiness and shallowness of the writing. There is a definite lack of attention to detail. The paper
should be heavily revised and reviewed afterwards. It definitely deserves publication – the
improvement in the regressions between the PSAP and PASS is impressive.
The authors would like to thank the reviewer for providing comprehensive and insightful
suggestions. We have made appropriate changes to the manuscript as detailed in the reviewer’s
specific comments.

Terminology and parameters
What is B_PSAP?
BPSAP was supposed to be uncorrected absorption coefficient from PSAP. I had earlier mistaken and
used the absorption coefficient from PSAP directly which were auto corrected by Bond’s correction
by the PSAP firmware. Thank you for pointing this out. We have now updated the terminology in the
manuscript. Now, Babs_PSAP means the absorption coefficient output from the PSAP firmware which
includes the automatic B1999 correction and Babs_uncorrected_PSAP means the back calculated
uncorrected PSAP-based absorption coefficient without the B1999 correction.
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We have also updated all the affected Figures of the manuscript after doing this additional preprocessing to obtain raw absorption data from PSAP.

(∗)

What are “uncorrected filter-based absorption raw signals”?
We have now updated this in the manuscript to “Figure 1 presents the comparison of uncorrected
filter-based absorption coefficients with the calibrated, particle-phase Babs measured using PASS”. We
meant to say uncorrected PSAP’s absorption coefficient (without the loading correction which is
automatically applied by Radiance Research’s PSAP).

The statement (line 138) that “this overestimation…” – by filter pohotometers, “… is due to the
enhancement of light absorption by the filter deposited aerosol due to scattering based artifacts” is
misleading. The enhancement is due to scattering of light by the filter fibers. Part of the reduction of
light intensity below the sample is due to scattering (away from the forward direction). This is
correctly summarized in Eq. 1, but not here. The separation of these two effects is artificial (Mueller
et al., 2010). This should be discussed, especially in light of the superiority of the RFR algorithm.
Thank you for pointing this misleading statement. This has been corrected as per your
recommendation “This overestimation of the filter-based aerosol light absorption measurements is
due to the scattering of light away from the forward direction by the filter fibers and due to the
changed morphology of the deposited aerosol on the filter (Subramanian et al., 2007; Bond et al.,
1999; Clarke, 1982; Gorbunov et al., 2002).”

The authors should use notation and naming of the parameters consistent with Ogren et al (2017). I
suspect that the “uncorrected filter-based absorption raw signals” are in fact the attenuation
coefficient. If this is so, please use this parameter. The “raw signals” could be interpreted as raw
intensity signals measured by the photodiode… Please be precise.
Thank you for pointing this out. This has been corrected in the manuscript as mentioned earlier.
Now, Babs_PSAP means the absorption coefficient output from the PSAP firmware which includes the
automatic B1999 correction and Babs_uncorrected_PSAP means {raw data} the back calculated uncorrected
PSAP-based absorption coefficient without the B1999 correction.

Also, the absorption coefficient is derived, not measured, by filter photometers. The authors
correctly state this, but then relapse into claiming that the absorption coefficient is “measured” by
PSAP.
These misleading statements related to PSAP has been updated to “derived” along with clear
representation of symbols defined in the manuscript.

What is the reason for including Eq 4 before Eq 5? It is never referenced.
As mentioned in Virkkula (2005), Eqn. (4) was used for first fitting for k0 and k1 and then using those
values Eqn. (5) was used to further fit for obtaining h0 and h1. Eqn. (4) was shown only as an
intermediate step taken in calculations as per Virkkula (2005). It is referenced in the next paragraph,
in lines 185-190.

Measurements
Start by explicitly stating the period under investigation. This sets the stage. It seems there is 6.5
years of collocated PASS and PSAP data, yet the authors use only 3 months?!
The period under investigation (27th June to 25th Sept, 2015) is stated in Section 2.1, where the SGP
site is introduced. The prime reason for choosing this short period were: 1) PASS at SGP site was

upgraded with a high-power green laser and deployed at SGP in 2015 {See Reference}, so we wanted
to analyse the data after 2015. 2) This period contained parallel good quality data across all the
instruments (PSAP, PASS, NEPH, ACSM) we required for this study to apply and compare various
filter-correction algorithms. The availability of the data can be cross-checked at the ARM’s Data
Discovery site.

Which filter was used in the PSAP? Pall, Azumi, anything else… - see for example Ogren et al., 2017
for the difference in regression slope.
Thank you for pointing this out. This information is now mentioned in the manuscript as follows:
“The PSAP has been operated by ARM (and many others in the global community) for almost 25
years with the same filter media, Pallflex E70-2075W, which is composed of quartz fibers on a
cellulose backing. All published corrections factors were developed and measured using the Pallflex
E70 media.”

Was the inlet dried? Was there a cutoff? How was the flow split? Were the ACSM measurements
performed in the same size fraction? Please provide all relevant details!
Thank you for pointing this out. These details are now updated in Section 2.1 of the manuscript.

The authors state that SSA is not available. This is probably not true, as the ARM web page:
https://www.arm.gov/capabilities/instruments?category=aerosol&type=armobs&site=sgp
states that there is a neph installed at SGP from 4 Oct 2010 onwards. Include the scattering data
everywhere as it will improve the corrections, especially the Virkkula 2010 corrected algorithm.
The period under investigation (27th June to 25th Sept, 2015) is stated in Section 2.1, where the SGP
site is introduced. The prime reason for choosing this small period were: 1) PASS at SGP site was
upgraded with a high-power green laser and deployed at SGP in 2015. 2) This period contained
parallel good quality data across all the instruments (PSAP, PASS, NEPH, ACSM) that we required for
this study. The availability of the data can be cross-checked at the ARM’s Data Discovery site.
We do use scattering data from Nephelometer in this study when applying Virkkula and other
algorithms.
References:
1) https://github.com/joshinkumar/Filter-correction-MLcode/blob/main/Dubey%20Poster%202015.pdf
2) https://adc.arm.gov/discovery/#/

SSA is fundamental in terms of the overestimation of derived absorption using filter-photometers
(Weingartner et al., 2003; Virkkula et al., 2015; Yus-Díez et al., 2021). The analysis of the
performance (see below on the comment which parameter to use) of the algorithms as a function of
SSA should be investigated.

Since machine Learning algorithms require independent variables as inputs, The RFR model in this
study is trained using the uncorrected absorption coefficient derived from PSAP (Babs_uncorrected_PSAP),
PSAP transmission (Tr), scattering coefficient from nephlometer (Bscat), and total mass concentration
from ACSM as input variables and particle-phase Babs as the output variable. As both absorption and
scattering parameters (although from different phases) are passed as input in the model the RFR is
capable of roughly inferring SSA (or similar output influencing dependent parameter) which is a
combination of particle phase absorption and scattering coefficients and its influence over model’s
output.
We agree that it would be interesting to see the performance of RFR in periods of different SSA. It is
very likely that the performance of ML models remains the same {given training data extensively
covers the periods of different SSA for that site} as the model is capable of roughly inferring SSA
since it is not an independent input (depends only upon absorption and scattering which we are
already providing as inputs) and hence does not impart additional unique information to the model.
We thank the reviewer for this comment and we aim to find this relationship between RFR model’s
performance and SSA in our future work with FIREX-data where the period of investigation would be
longer to work with.

Similarly, ACSM measurements are supposed to be available from 18 Nov 2010 onwards. The
selectio of only 3 months makes the huge OM event starting on 2015 07 07 very important when
looking at the “average” picture – it heavily skews the data, if using averages, especially since the
PASS and PSAP were not working consistently during this period. The ACSM measurements could be
used to a higher degree in the interpretation of the results (see also below).
All the timeseries data plotted is averaged over 1hr for noise reduction for all instruments used
mentioned in this study. Proof that PASS, PSAP and ACSM were working consistently is that during
OM event is that there is high absorption (from both PASS and PSAP) and high Organic concentration
(from ACSM) at the same time. As you recommended, we are using ACSM measurements as input to
RFR for better predictions of particle phase absorption from raw uncorrected PSAP data. OM event
actually provides the opportunity to the RFR model to learn from the correlations between the
inputs and outputs which makes it robust for predicting Babs from filter data in future for new input
data.

What is the relevance Fig A2, showing, among other things, negative OC? The period is 2 years prior
to the measurement campaign.
Fig A3 {previously Fig A2} is only attached to show that at SGP site the variation in BC concentration
is quite low and constant. We did not find the EC/OC data during our period of investigation in 2015
for SGP. The availability of the data can be cross-checked at the ARM’s Data Discovery site.

The authors use negative AAE derived from the blue/green wavelength pair for inter/extrapolation.
Such values are highly unusual and require major attention. There must be an error somewhere,
since other AAE values seem closer to what one would expect. The OM event probably has a huge
influence on AAE. What happened, a large fire?
We thank the reviewer for careful observation of this data, we sincerely apologize for the

misunderstanding caused. To present the SGP data better, we now present Figure A1 in updated
manuscript which includes descriptive statistics of measurements from all the instruments and the
derived optical parameters like SSA, AAE and SAE obtained from the SGP data in the Appendix
section. In Table A1, the average AAE calculated using 405nm and 532nm wavelength was negative
because, as it can be seen in Figure A1(d), there are many negative outliers for AAE_PASS_405_532
which was pulling the average below zero. Please note that the medians {green line} of all the AAEs
calculated are positive. We have now stated this in the updated manuscript as well – “Observing
Figure A1(a), (d) and Figure A4, we suspect that either the newly installed 532nm PASS at the
site{See Reference} in 2015 could be slightly overestimating absorption, or the existing old 405nm
PASS and 781nm PASS could be slightly underestimating absorption as compared to their true
values.

Figure A1: Summary of the SGP dataset. The boxplots of raw measurement data are shown as obtained
from various instruments used in this study (a) PASS (b) PSAP{ Babs_uncorrected_PSAP } and (c) Nephelometer. The
boxplots of parameters dervied from the raw data are also shown (d) AAE (e) SAE and (f) SSA. The green line
is the median of the data. The bottom line of box is 25% percentile of data and top line of box is 75%
percentile of data, therefore, the box represents the middle 50% of all the datapoints which is the core of
the data.

Data processing and Algorithms
How were the period with incorrect, suspect, and missing values identified? What were the criteria?
We only meant to say that only those timestamps were used which did not had “NaN” values in any
of the instruments (PASS, PSAP, NEPH, ACSM). Apart from this, in the PASS data, those few
timestamps which have absorption coefficient negative and more that 15Mm-1 were removed after
observing the timeseries plot since they were obvious outliers for SGP site, this is also consistent
with literature that the SGP site has a small absorption range from around 0 to 10Mm-1 (Sherman et
al., 2015). Similarly, in the ACSM data, the timestamps with negative concentrations were removed
from further processing. Finally, this “without-outliers” data from each of the instruments was first
averaged for 1hr intervals and then concatenated parallelly with time.
This statement is now updated to avoid confusion as follows – “we only included those timestamps
where data was valid across all instruments without incorrect (e.g. Negative absorption coefficients),

suspect (e.g. PASS measurements > 15Mm-1 at the SGP site), and missing values (e.g. Missing
timestamps corresponding to parallel instrument measurements)”.

How was averaging performed? Was the Springston and Sedlacek (2007) algorithm used? It should
be at least investigated, there is an interesting example by Backman et al. (2017) which could be
followed.
We appreciate the reviewer pointing us to this past interesting research on this topic, However, in
the context of this study, the less the data is processed the better it is for training the RFR which is a
machine learning-based algorithm that infer patterns in data. Therefore, we prefer to not preprocess the training data of this study with previously published algorithms whose limitations are
hard to estimate.

The reason for using the average of Virkkula (2010) and Ogren (2010)-Bond (1999) is described only
briefly. It would help to treat each separately and then show the average (which is used in
processing of the data). One expects a comment also on why is this paper better than Arnott et al.
(2005).
We have now updated the manuscript and treated both algorithms separately before averaging
them together. The ARM sites use the combined average of the Virkkula and Ogren-Bond (C Flynn et
al., 2020), hence, the average was shown to compare its accuracy with other algorithms including
the proposed RFR algorithm. Since Arnott el al. (2005) also assumes a similar fixed general equation
format to that of Virkkula (2010) and various comparison studies already exist between these two
algorithms which justify their comparable accuracies. Our focus was on comparing the most
commonly used algorithms at the ARM sites (Virkkula, Bond, Ogren) with the proposed RFR
algorithm.

Figure 4: Comparison between PSAP absorption coefficients, corrected for using Bond-Ogren correction
algorithm, and the reference PASS absorption coefficients measured at the SGP site corresponding to (a)
467nm, (b) 530nm and (c) 660nm wavelengths.

How is the training/testing split 70/30 determined?
The division of data is into training set (on which the model is trained on and is exposed to the data’s
inputs and outputs) is and test set (in which only inputs are given to the trained model and model
outputs obtained are compared with the actual output data) is human defined. Generally accepted
ratio in the machine learning community are 80/20 OR 70/30. More training data does not always

means a significantly better model since the accuracy improves marginally once the model is trained
on sufficient data to infer the underlying patterns.

More details need to be provided. Why is the learning period twice as long as the test one? What
happens if the periods are extended (6.5 years of data!)? Is the 70/30 split pre-defined by a human
or is this some sort of a Monte Carlo sampling?
The amount of test data does not change the model in any way, It is just used to compare the
predictions from the model with actual output data that the model did not encounter during
training. As you correctly inferred, It is pre-defined by the person building the model, Ideally, the
splitting of the data available into the training set is done such that the model’s performance on the
test set does not show any improvement with increasing the size of the training data set. It is also
important to note that that data was randomly shuffled before the splitting into 70% training and
30% test set.

The RFR method is empiricistic. It would be of great interest to check its performance in periods of
different SSA… to see what are the real parameter of interest (see the back-scattering coefficient
and SSA in Virkkula et al., 2015)?
We agree that it would be interesting to see the performance of RFR in periods of different SSA. It is
very likely that the performance remains the same as the model is capable of roughly inferring SSA
since it is not an independent input (depends only upon absorption and scattering which we are
already providing as inputs) and hence does not impart additional unique information to the model.
We thank the reviewer for this comment and we aim to find this relationship between RFR model’s
performance and SSA in our future work with FIREX-data where the period of investigation would be
longer to work with.

The reviewer is not sure that RMSE is the correct parameter to estimate the performance of the
correction algorithms. It assumes the error only in the PSAP measurements. While this is true for
“bias” assuming that PASS is the “absolute truth” (see above), but it is not true for experimental
noise.
We agree with the reviewer that PASS also have error in its measurements. However, since we
hourly average the PASS absorption coefficients the noise is significantly reduced, and the obtained
average value is the best available estimate of “absolute truth” in this study to compare the accuracy
of various filter-correction algorithms with. However, we do recognize this limitation of RMSE and
hence also provide each plot (of corrected values vs PASS) with R2 (Coefficient of determination)
which gives additional information on the correlation between corrected values and reference PASS
values and is consistent with RMSE scores across various algorithms applied.

What is the cause of RMSE wavelength variability? Noise? This is algorithm independent – green
regressions are always best.
Since PASS at the SGP site was upgraded with a new high-power green laser and deployed at SGP in
2015, The RMSE wavelength variability could be because of the PASS instrument’s lasers at different

wavelengths might have different noise/errors causing small wavelength dependence. It could be
possible that the newly installed green laser is more accurate than the others, yielding good quality
data which when compared with corrected filter-based absorption coefficients gives lower RMSE
values.

Results
Why is the number of points in the regression on Fig 5 (RFR) lower that for other algorithms?
The sole reason for the less number of points in Fig 6 (RFR) {Previously Fig 5} is due to the fact that
we are only showing the test data (30% of randomly shuffled data) which the RFR did not encounter
during training and was used only for prediction and calculating RMSE. We did this to show that RFR
has lower RMSE scores even on unseen data as compared to the traditional algorithms which yield
high RMSE values even when predicting on the same data that they were train/revised upon.

Miscellaneous
I am curious: could you derive Virkkula parameters with the RFR algorithm?
Unfortunately, this is the prime limitation of machine learning that the model cannot be represented
in terms of simple mathematical equations. Roughly speaking, RFR can be thought of as a sequence
of “if and else” statements nested together to form a tree-like structure which is difficult to write in
an equation form. However, for practical applications, ML models can be part of post-processing of
data at various sites to produce highly accurate outputs possible.
The laboratory experiment (Section 3.5) is very different but interesting. There should be more
experimental detail.
Since the focus of this paper was correcting and comparing filter-based absorption coefficients with
PASS data, the detailed information on the experiments available in the cited references in Section
3.5. These references are previous papers from our lab group describing the laboratory experiment
on generating by burning fuels are cited: “(Sumlin et al., 2018; Shetty et al., 2019; Shetty et al.,
2021)”.

Specific comments
Please spell check the manuscript!
All the typos found in the manuscript are now corrected.
Please use the dates in global format (18 Nov 2010), so that our colleagues from outside the
Americas will understand them without ambiguity.
All the time-series figures in the manuscript are now updated to global date format.
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